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setting

tone

flow



Each character sheet has the fol lowing information: There are a

few words defining the character, and three traits cut out and

placed with the start side up. The traits have some large text to

take into consideration when playing the role, and some smaller

text with inspiration to use when narrating in the dreams.



Mechanics:







I f Angra was released through running out of time, or al l three

dreams fail , read the fol lowing aloud:

As long as a single dream is succesful , the revelation is triggered.

The future is revealed to al l present, and in order of least to most

broken (determine ties however you want), each player answers

a question from the list. I f you are utterly broken, you answer

the question on your sheet instead.

Three good dreams:

- How is order restored in the empire?

- How can you feel that the Shah watches over you?

- How are the minds of the wicked destroyed?

- Why are certain groups interned?

Two good dreams:

- What new government wil l have to be implemented in the

empire?

- What machines of war wil l the mechanics of the empire build

to combat the spawn of Angra?

- What states separate from the empire?

- Why are you forgotten?



One good dream:

- What cult arises from your persons?

- How do people learn to live with famine and forest fires?

- How does Mount Ashkar become Angra's new seat of power?

- Why do the rest of the world look at the empire with worry?



Techsorcist

Cool

Curious



Awakened

Fanatical

Possessed



High Priest

Warm

Proper



Domineering

Sensitive

Anxious



Bodyguard

Loyal

Friendly



Prison warden

Submissive

Death driven



Knower of

mechanical

mysteries

Responsible

Conscientious





Instinct Resistance Virtue

Sight Hero Sword

Artificial Justice Exploitation

Paradox
Apocalypse

Describe the end of
the world and
choose:

Break one trait and
shuffle back into the
pile; or fail the
dream

Patience





Apocalypse
Describe the end of
the world and
choose:

Break one trait and
shuffle back into the
pile; or fail the
dream

JusticeSoldier

Swamp

Apathy

ShameNonsense Artificial

ForeignPity Superficial

Conception





Reality (start here) Dream


